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Abstract
In this paper, we present a trainable approach to
discriminate between machine-printed and handwritten
text. An integrated system able to localize text areas and
split them in text-lines is used. A set of simple and easyto-compute structural characteristics that capture the
differences between machine-printed and handwritten
text-lines is introduced. Experiments on document images
taken from IAM-DB and GRUHD databases show a
remarkable performance of the proposed approach that
requires minimal training data.

1. Introduction
The problem of classifying text in printed and
handwritten areas arose the last decade in systems of
document image analysis. The presence of printed and
handwritten text in the same document image is an
important obstacle towards the automation of the optical
character recognition procedure.
Both machine-printed and handwritten text are often
met in application forms, question papers, mail as well as
notes, corrections and instructions in printed documents.
In all mentioned cases it is crucial to detect, distinguish
and process differently the areas of handwritten and
printed text for obvious reasons such as: (a) retrieval of
important information (e.g., identification of handwriting
in application forms), (b) removal of unnecessary
information (e.g., removal of handwritten notes from
official documents), and (c) application of different
recognition algorithms in each case.
Previous work on this subject concerns the
classification of text on the line-level, word-level or
character-level , for Latin , non-Latin, or bilingual
documents. Zheng et al. [1] perform text identification in
noisy documents with comparative results for all levels.
Fan et al. [2] perform detection of handwriting using
structural characteristics for Chinese and English and
report an accuracy rate of 85%. Pal et al. [3] process
Indian scripts and the reported accuracy rate reaches

98.6%. Nitz et al. [4] apply text detection for mail facing
and orientation purposes but no accuracy rate is
mentioned for this specific task. Ma et al. [5] localize
non-Latin script in Latin documents.
In this paper, we propose a trainable approach to identify
machine-printed and handwritten text areas. To this end,
an integrated system able to localize text areas and split
them into text-lines is used. In order to capture the
differences between machine-printed and handwritten
text-lines we introduce a set of simple and easy-tocompute structural characteristics. Experiments on
document images taken from IAM-DB [6] and GRUHD
[7] databases, of English and Greek respectively, are
presented showing the usefulness of the proposed
features.
This paper is organized as follows: In section 2 the
overall system is presented emphasizing on the feature
extraction procedure. Section 3 includes the evaluation
experiments and section 4 summarizes the conclusions
drawn from this study.

2. System presentation
The presented system is able to handle a document
image based on three main stages: i) the preprocessing
stage where the text areas are localized resulting a series
of text-lines, ii) the feature extraction module where a
vector of structural characteristics is assigned to each textline and iii) the classification module for distinguishing
the printed from the handwritten text-lines. An overview
of the system is shown in figure 1.

2.1 Preprocessing
The preprocessing stage consists of submodules for
localizing and isolating the areas of different kind of text
on the document for further processing. In this stage
existing algorithms [8-10] are applied in order to perform
extraction of text-lines. In this approach, we consider that
there are no images, graphics or banners in the document.
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Two stages of skew angle correction are included
based on the technique described in detail in [8]. The
skew angle estimation is performed by employing its
horizontal histogram and the Wigner-Ville distribution
(WVD). Specifically, the maximum intensity of the WVD
of the horizontal histogram of a document image is used
as the criterion for its skew angle estimation. The first

The preprocessing stage provides a series of text-lines
either printed or handwritten. Some of the text lines may
contain just one word or a few words.
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Figure 1. System layout
skew angle correction is performed on the page-level
providing a rough estimation while the second one is
performed on the text-area-level, for fine tuning the
estimation of each area. This two-step approach is
necessary for two reasons: 1) in many cases the
handwritten text can be of different orientation than the
printed (notes, instructions etc.), 2) the orientation of
handwritten text may be variable within the same page.
For the discrimination and localization of text areas the
algorithm described in [9] is applied. Specifically, a stage
of segmentation is performed where the constrained runlength algorithm (CRLA) [11], also known as ‘smearing’,
is used. The document is segmented in smaller areas,
called first-order connected components (CC). Before
going further, the first-order CCs that satisfy any one of
the following criteria are eliminated [12]:
(a) The area of their corresponding Bounding Boxes
(BB) is smaller than the value Amin=100 pixels. Those
CCs are assumed to be noise.
(b) Their aspect ratio, i.e. the ratio between the width
and the height of the corresponding BB, is smaller than
1.0/20.0. This region, most probably, does not contain
text information, e.g., a vertical line.
(c) The aspect ratio is greater than 20.0/1.0. It may be,
e.g., a horizontal line.
In this study we consider that the document image
contains no images but it may include vertical and
horizontal strokes. Since those strokes are already limited
(from the previous procedure), we expect that the
remaining areas will be blocks of the same type of text,
which proved to be true in our experiments. For the line
segmentation, a very simple algorithm [10] was used.
This variation is employed since it combines ease of
implementation and high accuracy results.

The main idea of our approach is to take advantage of
the structural properties that help humans discriminate
printed from handwritten text. In more detail, the height
of the printed characters is more or less stable within a
text-line. On the other hand, the distribution of the height
of handwritten characters is quite diverse. These remarks
stand also for the height of the main body of the
characters as well as the height of both ascenders and
descenders. Thus, the ratio of ascenders’ height to main
body’s height and the ratio of descenders’ height to main
body’s height would be stable in printed text and variable
in handwriting.
The extraction of the feature vector of each text-line, is
based on the upper–lower profile (i.e., the position of
both the first and last black pixels on each column), which
essentially provides an outline of the text-line. Consider
that the value of the element in the m-th row and n-th
column of the text line matrix is given by a function f:
f (m, n) = a mn
where αmn takes binary values (i.e., 0 for white pixels and
1 for black pixels). The upper-lower profile P of an image
is:
height
J 1−1


( J 1, J 2) : ∑ f (i, x) ≡ 0 & ∑ f (i, x) ≡ 0 &
P ( x) = 
,
i =0
i = J 2 +1

& f ( J 1, x) = f ( J 2, x) ≡ 1


x ∈ [0, length _ of _ image)
Using the horizontal histogram of the upper-lower
profile, we are able to estimate the heights of the main
body zone, the ascender zone, and the descender zone. In
particular, the peak of the horizontal histogram of the
upper-lower profile located above the middle of the
profile (upper peak) and corresponding peak below the
middle of the profile (lower peak) define the main body
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zone. The ascender zone is defined above the upper peak
and the descender zone is defined below the lower peak.
Figure 2 shows examples of upper-lower profiles for
both printed and handwritten text-lines. As can be seen,
the detection of the main body, ascender, and descender

Mahalanobis distance from the classes centroids. In a
recent study [14], discriminant analysis is compared with
many classification methods (coming from statistics,
decision trees, and neural networks). The results reveal
that discriminant analysis is one of the best compromises

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
Figure 2. Examples of upper-lower profile: (a) a printed text-line, (b) its upper-lower profile, (c) the horizontal
histogram of the profile, (d) a handwritten text-line, (e) its upper-lower profile, (f) the horizontal histogram of
the profile,
zones is much more obvious using the horizontal
taking into account the classification accuracy and the
histogram in the case of machine-printed text.
training time cost. This old and simple statistical
The features used to characterize each text-line are: i)
algorithm performs better than many modern versions of
the ratio of ascender zone to main body zone, ii) the ratio
statistical algorithms in a variety of problems. Given that
of the descender zone to the main body zone, and iii) the
it is an easy-to-implement method, it provides an ideal
ratio of the area to the maximum value of the horizontal
classification algorithm for testing new feature sets.
histogram of the upper-lower profile.

3. Experimental results

2.3 Classification
The classification method used in the following
experiments is discriminant analysis, a standard technique
of multivariate statistics. The mathematical objective of
this method is to weight and linearly combine the input
variables in such a way so that the classes are as
statistically distinct as possible [13]. A set of linear
functions (equal to the input variables and ordered
according to their importance) is extracted on the basis of
maximizing between-class variance while minimizing
within-class variance using a training set. Then, class
membership of unseen cases can be predicted according
to the Mahalonobis distance from the classes’ centroids
(the points that represent the means of all the training
examples of each class). The Mahalanobis distance d of a
vector x from a mean vector m is as follows:

d 2 = ( x − m)′C x−1 ( x − m)
where Cx is the covariance matrix of x. This classification
method also supports the calculation of posterior
probabilities (the probability that an unseen case belongs
to a particular group) which are proportional to the

The proposed approach has been tested on document
images taken from two databases: IAM-DB (English text)
and GRUHD (Greek text). Both databases contain mixed
documents (machine-printed and handwritten text areas).
50 document images were randomly selected and
preprocessed (see Section 2.1) resulting a series of textlines. For each text-line a vector with the proposed
features was calculated. Then, 10-fold cross-validation
Table 1. ANOVA tests for the proposed features
(p<0.0001)
Feature
Ascender zone / Main body zone
Descender zone / Main body zone
Area / Peak value

r2(%)
91.3
93.2
98.0

was applied. The text-lines were divided into ten nonoverlapping sets. Each time a classification model was
calculated with training examples taken from one set and
evaluated on the remaining sets. This procedure was
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repeated ten times, each time using a different set as
training examples. The average classification accuracy
was 98.2 %. A great part of errors come from handwritten
text-lines of short length (usually just one word)
erroneously classified as printed text.
Another important point is that the proposed approach
requires minimal training sets in order to achieve very
high accuracy. Using just two training examples for each
class (i.e., two text-lines for machine-printed and two
text-lines of handwritten text as training set) accuracy of
97.9% was achieved.
The significance of the proposed features was tested
using the statistical method analysis of variance (aka
ANOVA). Specifically, ANOVA tests whether there are
significant differences among the classes with respect to
the measured values of a particular feature. Table 1 shows
the results of this analysis for each feature. r2 measures
the percentage of the variance among feature values that
can be predicted knowing the class of the text-line. So, the
greater the r2 value, the most significant the feature. As
can be seen, the area to peak value ratio of the horizontal
histogram of the upper–lower profile proves to be the
most reliable feature.

4. Conclusion
A text identification system was presented, able to
discriminate between machine-printed and handwritten
text-lines. The proposed solution can handle document
pages, identifying text areas and splitting each area into
text-lines. A set of simple and easy-to-compute structural
characteristics is introduced. According to the presented
experiments, the proposed features capture significant
amount of the differences between machine-printed and
handwritten text providing a good solution for this task.
Experiments on two databases of latin-style languages
prove that remarkable results can be aquired using
minimal training examples from each class. On the other
hand, handwritten text-lines of short length prove to be
the most difficult case.
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